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From the Director's Desk
It's a matter of immense pleasure that it's the time again when
Vaishnavi Professional Career Foundation taken a step ahead
by introducing new & exciting career opportunities for young &
ambitious boys & girls in the field of Marine. A career in any such
industry is a fantastic combination of excellent growth
opportunities and desewed remuneration packages. If you are
enthustic motivated and qualified to be part of any such
industry then we will be glad to review your goals experience. By
providing various advance technical or non technical value
added certificate course, Vaishnavi Professional Career
Foundation opens doors for the candidates who are interested
to serve the needs of fastest growing industries with an attractive
salary at a young age. We are promising name in providing best
career opportunities to the candidates who are looking forward
for jobs in India and abroad. Also we provide life time
placement support to be candidates trained by our academy
according to their eligibility capability & performance during the
training. In short I should say that we are commuting to support
you in your career journey at your first step. To have a successful
career you need to achieve as much as your ability permits.
Some people know what the want to become when they grow up
whereas some don't have any clue at clear idea of how they are
going to decide & what the want to pursue as a career. In an
ideal career you face and overcome great challenges maximize
your creative capacities.
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This is why so many technical intersected students end up going
to arts school or into consulting. If you don't want to choose your
career. We suggest you to think well and consult with some
elderly personals before choosing a career. Every human being
is meant fo particular profession there really a good number of
opportunities waiting for you, you just need to grab it. I hope that
are guidance & support will be really helpfully for you.
It's a Life Time Career Opportunity that you should not miss.
So I hope none of you will miss this Stay tuned guys.

Have fun .... All the Best

Mr. Chougule S. M.
(Work at Merchant Navy)

Vaishnavi Group

Founder

Opportunity is always under feet, we just need to recognize it

Get to Know us

VAISHNAVI GROUP OF COMPANIES

VAISHNAVI PROFESSIONAL CAREER FOUNDATION
VPCF is an organistaion that had been set up with the objective to deliver Job
Oriented courses to the candidates who are willing to work hard and motivated to
achieve targets in life, while facing the entire problems in life. We ensure that the
students who join us with the hope to be successful in life never go empty
handed. To extend the development of marine education and welding science in
india the institute is working in collaboration whit public and private sectors since
2008. We offer pre sea training leading to foreign CDC. By the means of the
unique programs in marine education, we are conferring successful career
opportunities to our students.
WHY VAISHNAVI
We have delineated value added pre sea training programs that usher to foreign
CDC and encounter your career in national and international sea water. Keeping up
with the required stride to meet economical and industrial needs, we are imparting
technical and welding courses at advance level. These are especially meant to
congregates the growing requirements of skilled manpower in the fabrication,
construction and automobile sectors. We ate VPCF believe everyone has equal
rights to give vision to their dreams and target to achieve them. We intend to take
efforts to help these eyes conquer their dreams to live big.

VAISHNAVI PROFESSIONAL CAREER FOUNDATION : The institute had
been organised to bestow merchant navy courses to the eligible, enthusiastic
and exceptional candidates, with contemplation to fulfil the man power needs
of the shipping industry.
CMETC PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION STUDIES : The institute is imparting
education through its technical and non technical course that we offer to the
most capable, motivated and ambitious candidates, to muster the man power
rquirments of welders, fitters and other technical staff in fabrication,
construction, automobile sectors, RIG & marine sector.
CHOUGULE MARINE SERVICES PVT. LTD :
The institute is having its own active placement cell In order to broaden the
road between industries and the candidates. We offer placement opportunities
to candidates in India and abroad, who have triumphantly completed their
training and certification.

Your attitude will determine your future
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Career in Merchant Navy

MERCHANT NAVY ....
where money flows like water

A career in merchant navy is a unique blend of variety
encompassed in a single domain. By opting for a merchants navy career,
individuals can combine a lot of different facets and gain a lot of exposure
which would be difficult to gain otherwise, Merchant Navy is the perfect
choice for the candidates who are looking forward to live a life full of pride
and honore. People who can do justice to their endearment for travailing,
expeditions and adventure are best suited for this curriculum By Merchant
Navy we understand at to be fleet of non-combatant ships which is
concerned with freightage of cargos and passengers that can only be sailed
through sea around the nation or internationally To clarify the above merchant
navy need not be confused with Indian Navy as the field includes carrying of
passenger ships, cargo ships, tankers, bulk carrier ships, container ships and
barge carrying ships that includes roll on and roll off of ships. As the nation
has paved its way to the list of fastest growth economy and due to increasing
demands Merchants navy offers countless jobs in Indian as well as foreign
sea. Merchants navy being the only reasonable source of International trade
90% of the international transactions is through sea. without Merchants navy
our progress and trade is at stake.
OPPORTUNITIES
Merchants navy offers and offer excellent remuneration, good career
prospects and opportunity to travel around the world & adventure holds a
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Let world know... about us

unique charm, Also a person can start earning a big salary at a very young
age. The salary can be saved totally while one is on ship. The perquisites
include bonus, holiday travel and other annual benefits and high salaries like
no other. A career in this field is full of adventures and long voyages to exotic
places. In spite of all hard work and long absence from family and home for
extended periods of time. In fact one has to spend most of his time at sea
rather than on land. Work on ship is on contractual basis. A career at see is
perhaps one of the most rewarding career not only with respect to
emoluments & earnings capacity but also in terms of practical education of
an individual through travel, visiting various countries & meeting people from
various parts of the globe. With the ocean as your backdrop and the most
advanced and sophisticated ships in the world as your workplace, there really
is nothing to compare with a life at sea. The disadvantage of joining the
Merchants navy is only long pariods of time away from friends and family
which compensated by rich rewards of facilities and excellent remunerations.
Life on board ship can be very cosmopolitan, with many different nationalities
of seafarer working together. Taking into consideration all the advantages and
disadvantages, this career is not for everyone. Seafarers face a hard life,
living in harsh conditions and spending months and months away from their
families. They spend much of their lives at sea. Conditions on a ship can be
cramped, noisy and dangerous and yet they go, because of exceptional earing
potential and opportunity to see the world.

CREDENTIALS
CMETC & VSIHNAVI CREDENTIALS
VAISHNAVI PROFESSIONAL CAREER FOUNDATION
Approved by Liberian International Ship & Corporate Register
Certified by IRQS Indian register of Shipping ISO
Certificate No. : IRQS/1710441
Certified by MSME Govt. India MH29E0003344
Approved by MCA (Govt. Of India)
Reg No. U74999PN2016PTC166827
An ISO 9001:2015 Certified by ICL 912801-A09
Company Reg. No. 166872
Certified by Govt. of MAHA-ll/17105/15
GSTIN : 27AAGCC3515P1ZD
Providing Placements Under RPSL by D. G. Shipping
Ministry of Surface & Transport Govt. Of India
Career Consultant for Marine per sea course and placement Pan India

OUR VISION

OUR MISSION

We visualize the all-round development of our candidates
by implanting in them the seeds of discipline, education
and motivation to achieve targets in life. Our irrefutable
aim to get the students placed to help them lead an
independent and successful life.

We target to impart virtuous education among the candidate, with the
support of our highly qualified. Experienced and influential staff. We
believes nothing is impossible if we work conjointly with persistent
endeavors to deliver to the unrivaled and attain the goals.

Life at sea is full of adventure, interesting experiences & challenges
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DIRECT ENTRY PROGRAM
ELIGIBILITY
- 10th/12th pass or above from recognised board
- ITI (Welder/Fitter/Mechanical)
- Medically fit
- Eye vision (+ or - 2.5 acceptable)
- No color blindness
- Age 17.5 to 30 years
COURSE OUTLINE :
Introduction to shipping industry, Deck maintenance of engine room machinery,
Ship Farmiliazation Safe working practices on deck & in engine room, first aid
Nautical terms, Navigation & watch-keeping, Ship’s maintenance, Signalling,
F&B services, Production Customer care operations Guest handling Housekeeping,
Front office operation & management, Use of life saving appliances, Health hazards,
Personal safety, Survival at sea, fire fighting appliances, Swimming, Personality
development, English & Computer etc.
CERTIFICATES
Student after successfully accomplishing the training program will be awarded
with the course certificate. by the academy approved by Director General of
Shipping. Ministry of Surface and Transport Govt. of India. In inclusion to the
above candidate will also receive INDOS and Indian CDC (Continuous Discharge
Certificate)
CAREER PROSPECTS
Candidate after successfully finishing the pre sea training course has to undergo
On-Board training or sail for minimum period of 18 months. The eligible candidate
can target to become Master mariner on board after fulfilling required sea time and
clearing various exams.
Medially Fit Including eye sight and hearing as prescribed in the Merchant
shipping rules 2000; as amended. (Approved by D. G. Shipping)
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Let your dreams come true

MARINE PRE SEA COURSES

GENERAL PURPOSE RATING
ELIGIBILITY
- 10th pass or above from recognised board with 40% in English
- ITI (Welder/Fitter/Mechanical)
- Medically t
- Eye vision (+ or - 2.5 acceptable)
- No color blindness
- Age 17.5 to 25 years
COURSE OUTLINE
Introduction to shipping industry, Deck maintenance of engine room
machinery, Ship Farmiliazation Safe working practices on deck & in
engine room, rst aid Nautical terms, Navigation & watch-keeping,
Ship’s maintenance, Signalling, F&B services, Production Customer care
operations, Guest handling Housekeeping, Front ofce operation &
management, Use of life saving appliances, Health hazards, Personal
safety, Survival at sea, re ghting appliances, Swimming, Personality
development. English & Computer etc.
CERTIFICATES
Student after successfully accomplishing the training
program will be awarded with the course certicate.
by the academy approvd by Director General of Shipping.
Ministry of Surface and Transport Govt. of India. In
inclusion to the above candidate will also receive INDOS
and foreign CDC (Continuous Discharge Certicate)
CAREER PROSPECTS
Candidate after successfully nishing the pre sea
training course has to undergo On-Board training or sail
for minimum period of 18 months. The eligible candidate
can target to become Master mariner on board after
fullling required sea time and clearing various exams.

Save your total salary while on board
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MARINE PRE SEA COURSES

SEAMAN TECHNICIAN
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ELIGIBILITY
- 10th pass or above recognized board
- ITI (Welder / Fitter / Mechanical )
- Medically t
- Eye vision (+ or - 2.5 acceptable)
- No color blindness
- Age 17.5 to 28 years
COURSE OUTLINE
Introduction to shipping industry, Deck & engine department of the ship,
Maintenance & operation of ship machinersies, Welding techniques,
Introduction to welding & gas cutting, shielded metal arc welding, Navigation,
Use of life saving appliances, Health hazards, Personal safety, Survival at sea,
Swimming, Personality development English & Computer etc.
CERTIFICATES
Student after successfully accomplishing the training program will be awarded
with the course certicate, by the academy approved, by Director General of
Shipping, Ministry of Surface and Transport Govt. of India. In inclusion to the
above candidate will also receive INDOS and foreign CDC (Continuous Discharge
Certicate).
CAREER PROSPECTS
Student after successfully nishing the pre sea training.
course has to undergo on-Borad training or sail for minimum
period of 18 months. The eligible candidate can target to become
Master mariner on board after fullling required
sea time and clearing various exams.

Start earing a big salary at a very young age

MARINE PRE SEA COURSES

Pre-Sea Training - DECK RATING
OVERVIEW
The training program is designed for the candidates who are desirous of
perusing career in Deck category in merchant shipping and ought to become
Deck ofcers or Navigation ofcers.
ELIGIBILITY
- 12th pass (Arts/Commerce/Science) frorm recognised board
- English should have been one of the subjects
- Medically t
- Eye vision (+ or - 2.5 acceptable,
- No color blindness
- Age 17.5 to 25 years
COURSE OUTLINE
Introduction to shipping industry. Familiarization with deck department of the
ship, Deck safety. Navigation, Metrology, Watch keeping duties, search &
rescue operations, Flag signals & codes, Use of life saving appliances, Health
hazards, Personal safety, Survival at sea, Swimming, Personality development,
English & Computer etc.
CERTIFICATES
Student after successfully accomplishing the training program will be awarded
with the course certicate, by the academy approved by Director General of
Shipping, Ministry of Surface and Transport Govt. of India. In inclusion to the
above candidate will also receive INDOS and foreign CDC (Continuous
Discharge Certicate)
CAREER PROSPECTS
Candidate after successfully nishing the pre sea training course has to sail for
minimum period of 18 months in order to appertain for ofcers COC assessments
/exams.

Fun, work, money, adventure...what more ?
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MARINE PRE SEA COURSES

Pre Sea Training - ENGINE RATING
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OVERVIEW
The training program is designed for the candidates who are desirous of perusing
career in Engine Deck category in merchant shipping and ought to become Marine
Engineer or Engine ofcers.
ELIGIBILITY
- 12th pass (PCM) from recognised board
- English must have been one of the subjects
- Medically t
- Eye vision (+ or - 2.5 acceptable)
- No color blindness
- Age 17.5 to 25 years
COURSE OUTLINE
Introduction to shipping industry, Familiarization with engine department of the
ship Types of engine, Types of pumps, Fuel system, Maintenance & operation
of machineries, Rebuilding an engine, Use of life saving appliances, Health
hazards, Personal safety, Survival at sea, Swimming, Personality development
English &Computer etc.
CERTIFICATES
Student after successfully accomplishing the training program will be awarded
with the course certicate, by the academy approved by Director General of
Shipping Ministry of Surface and Transport Govt. of India. In inclusion to the
above candidate will also receive INDOS and foreign CDC (Continuous
Discharge Certicate)
CAREER PROSPECTS
Candidate after successfully nishing the pre sea training course has to sail
for minimum period of 12 months in order to appertain for Engineer COC
assessments/exams.

Career that doesn't college degree

CAREER IN WELDING
CAREER IN WELDING
Welding is the only means to keep your valuable intact.
With the introduction of latest technologies in the market and due to industrial requirements welding
is becoming one of the best careers that you may opt for yourself. The industry is wide enough to
accommodate numerous sectors in it, which may include construction. automobile, marine,
fabrication, aviation and other small safe industries as well. The field is all about the magic in your
hands and thus does not require any high educational qualifications. Welders with the help of vital
techniques make, join and repair part of machineries. They are now becoming the reserved treasure
for the nation due to their contribution in the development of nation. The career will never let you stay
stagnant and will push you ahead every time, even when the market is suffering due to recession.
The packages and salaries are offered in astronomical figures and are based only on the skills,
experience and the knowledge that one possess. Welding as a career also offers you the chance to
travel the world and explore places while enjoying adventurous trips around the globe. The career has
set itself on fire that even water cannot extinguish. Let the spark in you burn itself to flames with the
fire in the career you opt for today.

S. No.

Course Name

Duration

1

Auto Sector Standard

9 weeks

2

Boiler & Pressure Vessel Welding Standard

12 weeks

3

MMAW Structural Welding Standard

9 weeks

4

GMAW Structural Welding Standard

10 weeks

Skilled welders are always in high demand
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Merchant Navy Career Graph
CAREER GRAPH
After further sea experience & passing exam,
Chief Engineer (Sal : 3000$ - 5000$)

After further sea experience & passing 2 nd mate exam,
2nd Engineer (Sal : 2500$ - 3000$)

36 months sea experience, Promoted as
3rd Engineer (Sal : 1500$ - 2500$)

18 months sea experience, Promoted as
Oiler / Wiper (Sal : 800$ - 1200$)

After training join as
Engine Rating /Trainee Cadet (Sal : 250$ )
Direct Entry Program / Ordinary Seaman

Captain
Chief Officer

Chief Engineers

II Officer

II Engineers

III Officer

III Engineers

AB (G P RATING)

Oiler

Deck Cadet / OS
Direct Entry Program
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Merchant navy offer fascinating career as seafarer

Engine Cadet / Wiper
Direct Entry Program

BENEFITS OF JOINING MERCHANT NAVY
EARN HIGH SALARY AT YOUNG AGE
FREE FOOD AND ACCOMMODATION
OPPORTUNITY TO TRAVEL AROUND THE GLOBE
PAID HOLIDAYS
TWO WAY FREE PASSAGE
TAX FREE INCOME

The institute provides placement opportunity to the student on successful
completion of the training course. The institute has a well organized and active
placement cell which keeps constant touch with industry and is functioning
thought the year commendable efficiency. Placement is upbeat here at our
campus.
WE PROVIDE 100 % PLACEMENT JOB ASSISTANCE TO ALL SUCH
CANDIDATES WHO WANTS PLACEMENT FROM OUR ACADEMY
Companies where our students have undergone internship & have been placed

EXCELLENT REMUNERATION
QUICK PROMOTIONS
EARN IN DOLLARS
FOREIGN TRAVEL
FACILITIES FOR FAMILY
MEETING PEOPLE OF DIFFERENT
COMMINATIONS
EXCITING AND ADVENTURES LIFE
NO RETIREMENT AGE

Opportunity to travel around around the globe
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ADMISSION PROCEDURE
The qualifying individuals may apply for admission by .opting for any of the
following ways :
WALK IN
To apply for the admission in the academy the student need to produce education
certificates. age and address proof accompanied by recent passport size
photograph. If the applicant is considered to be eligible he needs to undergo the
counselling session at the campus. For the session candidate has to fix prior
appointment for the meeting.
ONLINE
To apply for the admission in the academy the student need to produce education
certificates. age and address proof accompanied. by recent passport size
photograph. If the applicant is considered to be eligible he needs to undergo the
counselling session on phone. After the session the candidate any apply for the
position by filling the form
Application form can be filled. online through the website or can be sent to the
postal with Rs 800, draft. After this student is required to deposit Rs 5000/- as the
admission fees. The balance of the course amount will have to be submitted on the
recognised dates. For further enquiry in regards to fee payment you can contact
our admission department.
GUIDELINES TO SUBMIT FEES PAYMENT
Candidate may choose the followings modes to make the payment:
- Pay online through our website
- Deposit cash or make a transfer in the academy's
account via bank or ATM and the receipt is required to be mail
DD to be made in favour of VPCF payable at (Sangli) and should be
consign. through Speed post/registered post at the academy's officials address
- Visit personally to make cash deposits Do not make fee payments into the
personal accounts as any fees deposited in the account apart from account
registered under will not be recognised.
Note : Do not make fee payment into the personal accounts as any fees
deposited in the account apart from account registered under VPCF
recognised.
15

Looser want security, winners seek opportunity

Let your dreams come true
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PLACEMENT DONE ON TYPES OF THESE VESSELS
IMO. Ro Ro Vessel

IMO. TUGBOAT

IMO. OIL TANKER

IMO. GENERAL CARGO

IMO. BULK CRRIER

IMO. BUNKERING VESSEL

IMO. GENREL CARGO

IMO. FISHING VESSEL

GOA PASSENGER
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IMO. GENERAL CARGO

IMO. RO RO CARGO

IMO. SUPPLY VESSELS

IMO. OIL TANKER

IMO. OFFSHORE VESSEL

IMO. TUG BOAT

IMO. GENREL CARGO

IMO. SUPPLY VESSEL

100 % Placement Assistance to the candidates by our Academy

JOIN MERCHANT NAVY
Earn high tax free salary in US$ (United State of American Dollar) at a very young age.
4
4
4
4
4
4

4
4

4

4

4

4-6 months of paid annual leave as you become a senior officer
Family carry allowed to senior officers as well.
Interact with colleagues of different nationalities which adds to your personality.
Food & accommodation are free of charge whilst working on ships.
Medical and Insurance. Provide by Shipping company.
Free travel the world Wide on Working in ship : National in INDIA Like, Mumbai, Kolkata, Chennai, Goa
And International Like Singapore, Italy, China, Brazil, Hong Kong, etc. Best Career Option In Merchant
Navy.
Salary Career & Post Promotion System As for Work Experience.
POST - OS (seaman) As Fresher Starting Salary :- 200$ to 350 $ (United States of Amreican Dollar)
Indian Money Around - 10,000 to 17,500 + Trip Money = 20,000 to 25,000 Monthly Salary.
Promotion after 9 months to 11 Months Experience Post - AB -It Will come Around- 500 $ to 700 $
(Amreican Dollar) Indian Money Around - 25000 to 35,000 + Trip Money = 35,000 to 40,000
Monthly Salary.
After 36 Months Experiens as a Rank 3 rd Officer. Salary :- 2,500$ to 3,500 $ Indian Money 1,25000
to 1,75,000 Monthly Salary, After Experince. 2 nd Officer, Then Chief Officer, And Captain.
Best And Deferent Career Option in Merchant Navy
10th, 12th Pass Student, Minimum Age 17.5 - JOIN MERCHANT NAVY Earn High Salary, Best Career
Option, JOIN MERCHANT NAVY.

OUR HIGHLIGHTS
Providing short term job oriented courses.
4 Opportunity earn good salary at a young age
4 100% Placement Assistant to the candidates trained by our academy.
4 Facility to pay fee in easy installments
4

Your attitude will determine your future
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RULES AND REGULATIONS
The rules and regulation so described will be binding on all the candidates applying for admission in the academy and can be modified
without prior intimation to the trainees.
The fees are required to be submitted as per the predefined fees schedule. In case of any delay late fees will be applicable and any kind of excuses for the same will not be
entertained.
Student should supplicate for the valid receipt after the payment are made.
The payment should be relealsed under the name of VPCF
In case of any discrepancy or discontinuation of the course the fees alreday paid will not be redunded.
Candidate is expected to understand the instructions and guidlines mentioned on the prospectus and letter equipped to him.
The uniform remains the dress code for the complate period of tranining and will be issued within a week after the candidate joins the institute.
Use mobile phone is prohibited with exception for Saturday and Sundays.
Somking and consumption of alcohol is strictly prohibited in the campus and the candidate encouneterd conducting such action. will be punished severely.
Long Hair, moustache and beards are impeded during the training period.
The training should not be hindered due to any kind of religious or personal practices. Student can exercies the same during the free time.
Candidate is required to maintain his room and the ambiances. In case of any mutilation the cost of the damage will be recoverd from the candidates.
Gold or namentes or electrical items are not allowed to be in the possession of the students.
The candidate after the completion of the training or after being expelled is not allowed to enter the premises without the prior approval form the campus authorities.
The trainee needs to clear the exams conducted during the training sessions, in case of failure he is required to re-apper for the exams post the payment of examination
fees.
Post the completion of training program student will be placed in Indian Costal or Foregin Vessel as per the eligibility, budget and perfomance of the student.
The charges required to be paid for an board training and placement will be borne by candidate themselves.
Incase student do not the placement opportunity then academy is not responsible for future placement of the student.
For information in regards to placement candidate can keep in touch with VPCF placement cell for support thought the registered number being. + 91 8007009251
If the trainees applies for the placement through outside sources VPCF will not be responsible for the inconvenuecnces caused.
Guardical are expected to keep in touch with their ward / child on monthly basis.
Candidate should be aware of the amendments in the rules and regulations.
VCPT is authorised to take strict steps against the student who are found violating the rule and regulations of the institute.
Misbehaviour or mischief will not be tolerated.
VCPT controls the right to cancel the admission without specifying the reason and is allowed to amend changes to the rules as per their convenience.
Any kind of legal disputes are under the firm control of Sangli Jurisdiction.

DISCLAIMER
Vishinavi Professional Career Foundtition is a multi - disciplined education and training center engagaed in provididng technical and non-techincal
short term value added job oriednted courses and pre sea trainings leading to Foregin CDC & hence we do not conduct any diploma / degree
courses of Merchant navy. Although, we do selections of the candidates for the Instutute approved by Directorarte General of Shipping, Minstry of
Surfance and Transport, govt. of India.
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Get ready for take off

Join Merchant Navy

Opportunity is always

"
under our feet,
we just need to

recognize it"

VAISHNAVI PROFESSIONAL CAREER FOUNDATION
UNIT II
Head Office : Harmony Residency, Block No. 02, Near Hanuman Executive, Vishrambag, Sangli 416 415. MAHARASHTRA (INDIA)
Ph. +91 8007009251 + 91 8007009271
Web : vaishnavicareer.com
E-mail : vaishnavimarine@gmail.com

